ILO model LFS resources for PAPI: July 2020 Update

GENERAL REVISIONS

- All question names updated to include a 3-letter prefix to enable greater modularization

NEW RELEASES

- Alternative modular approaches to identify the employed as per national context
  - Main activity start (v1)
  - Agriculture work start (v1)
- Module PWE: Previous employment experience (for persons not employed)
- Add-on module “Volunteer work”
- Add-on module “Functional difficulties and barriers to employment”

CHANGES TO EXISTING QUESTIONS

DEMOGRAPHIC AND BACKGROUND MODULE

- MIG module
  - MIG_5: Previous response option 3 split into two separate categories (3 TO LOOK FOR A PAID JOB; 4. TO LOOK FOR ANY OTHER WORK) to enable identification of international migrant workers as per 20th ICLS guidelines on the topic.
- DIF module
  - Module name changed to “Functional difficulties”
  - Added new response options “97 DON’T KNOW” and “98 REFUSED”
  - Added new optional questions DIF_7 and DIF_8

LABOUR MODULES

- MJJ module
  - MJJ_10j: Question formulation revised
- OPA module
  - OPA_1: Question scope expanded to cover crop farming, animal husbandry and fishing for own final use. Response options added to match new expanded scope.
  - OPA_2: Question scope expanded to match OPA_1
  - OPA_3: Question scope expanded to match OPA_1
  - OPA_4: Question scope expanded to match OPA_1
  - Previous questions 8.5, 8.6, 8.7 removed